
It is clear that mast cells expressing
different mediators, enzymes and recep-
tors will have different functions, but
what those exact roles are is not known
and can only be guessed at from the
current study. Nevertheless, cells which
do not express FceRI are unlikely to
respond to allergen, while those expres-
sing renin are likely to influence cardio-
vascular function. While it may be
possible to isolate individual populations
based on their receptor expression, at
present it is not possible to do this with
respect to intracellular contents, so deter-
mining their precise function will be a
challenge. Others, however, have shown
variability in lung mast cell density and
size and examined their response to IgE-
dependent activation, but these studies
did not examine the anatomical location
of these cells.24 Interestingly, enzymati-
cally dispersed parenchymal human lung
mast cells fractionated using counter-
current elutriation were shown to range
in size from 8 to 20 mm, with smaller
diameter mast cells consistently releasing
less histamine and PGD2 than large mast
cells following IgE-dependent activation.24

This differential mediator release could
not be explained by cell surface IgE
content which was similar in mast cells
of all sizes. Furthermore, the concentra-
tion of anti-IgE for maximum histamine
release was the same for mast cells of all
sizes, suggesting similar receptor function
and density. This and other studies26 do
not tally with the observation of
Andersson that parenchymal lung mast
cells do not express FceRI, suggesting that
their immunohistochemical staining pro-
cedure might lack sensitivity.

In summary, the study by Andersson
and colleagues demonstrates clearly the

extensive heterogeneity of human mast
cells within a single organ—in this case, the
lung. This is likely to extend well beyond
the current findings, and there is a huge
challenge ahead to unravel the precise
function of these different mast cell phe-
notypes in both health and disease.
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Respiratory disability: what is it,
how can we measure it, what
causes it and is it important?
Philip Harber

Respiratory disability is a significant health
outcome that has important implications

both for the individual patient and for
society. First, ‘‘disability’’ represents the
actual impact of the disease on the patient’s
life. While ‘‘impairment’’ (eg, loss of 200 ml
forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1)) is
an abstract concept, patients are directly
impacted by the ability to work or care for

themselves (ie, respiratory disability).
Second, functional status as manifested
by respiratory disability is an integrated
measure of health status and can be an
effective indicator of response to treat-
ment. Third, by working together, physi-
cians, patients and employers may institute
specific interventions to ameliorate respira-
tory disability. Fourth, in aggregate, dis-
ability for work due to respiratory disease
has significant societal impact on overall
work productivity of a society. Fifth,
estimates of disease burden or years of life
saved by medical interventions are com-
monly adjusted for the degree of disability
using disability-adjusted life years.1 Finally,
in many countries, regulations specify
methods of evaluating the magnitude of
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respiratory disability for determining finan-
cial payments to patients, whether or not
the underlying respiratory illness was or
was not actually caused by work.

This issue contains an important report
by Torén et al2 in which they showed that
respiratory disability was frequent and
identified several broad categories of
occupational exposures (eg, dust, gas,
fumes) as causes of respiratory disability
(see page 339). They defined ‘‘respiratory
disability’’ based on self-reported change
in job location or job activities because of
respiratory illness. Their large commu-
nity-based samples and sophisticated
analysis showed that certain job
characteristics were significantly asso-
ciated with respiratory disability.

The term ‘‘respiratory disability’’ may
be used in many different ways, but often
focuses on disability for work rather than
on the impact on home or communities.
Occupational respiratory disability itself
has several alternative definitions. Several
consider work status/location: (1) moving
from one job to another; (2) changing the
activities conducted in the same job;
(3) leaving the work force completely.
Other definitions consider (4) functional
limitations at work; (5) requirement for
use of assistive devices while remaining in
the same job; (6) decreased earning
capacity. Several of these definitions are
applicable only to occupational aspects of
respiratory disability, whereas others
apply equally well in the home/commu-
nity setting. To complicate matters
further, the term ‘‘occupational respira-
tory disability’’ is sometimes restricted to
the impact of pulmonary disease that was
directly caused by occupational exposures
such as asbestosis or allergic sensitisation
occupational asthma. The impacts are
multifaceted.3–6

Measurement of respiratory disability is
more complex than determination of the
FEV1. It may be evaluated from several
distinct perspectives. For example, the
report in this issue2 depends on self-
reporting by the subjects that they both
changed what they did at work and also
that the change was consequent on their
respiratory disease versus other causes.
The optimal ascertainment method prob-
ably depends on the definition employed.
Measures such as change in employment
status or differences in wages may be
objectively determinable, but may be
more difficult to relate causally to respira-
tory disease. Administrative systems (eg,
many workers compensation or disability
insurance programmes) attempt to deter-
mine quantitatively the extent of respira-
tory disability based on measured

physiological impairment. Disability is,
however, also affected by both personal
and social expectations.

Fundamentally, occupational respiratory
disability is present when there is a
mismatch between the job and the person.
Traditionally, at least conceptually, this
match was ascertained based on the ‘‘oxy-
gen consumption concept’’—the patient’s
maximal oxygen consumption was mea-
sured directly by pulmonary exercise test-
ing or indirectly estimated from clinical
pulmonary function testing. The sustain-
able oxygen consumption was considered
to be a fixed fraction of the maximal
attainable. This was then compared with
the physical demand of the job expressed in
terms of oxygen consumption by direct
measurement or more frequently indirectly
by characterisation of the arduousness of
the work. Theoretically, at least, this
approach to the assessment of occupational
respiratory disability could be as objective
as other pulmonary measures. However,
while this paradigm served well for many
years, it urgently needs updating.7 Job
demands are multidimensional and cannot
be adequately characterised by a single
characteristic. Second, factors other than
the patient’s physiological measurements
are determinants of respiratory disability.

Increasingly, jobs require only limited
physical exertion but place other demands
on workers. Irritant exposure is probably
much more important than the physical
exertion demands for persons with
asthma. Whether a job includes exposure
to specific sensitisers is the critical deter-
minant of respiratory disability for per-
sons with occupational asthma due to
allergic sensitisation (eg, to latex or
diisocyanates). The most important job
characteristic for persons with respiratory
control disorders such as sleep apnoea is
the extent to which a job requires
absolutely consistent alertness; over-the-
road commercial truck driving may
require only limited oxygen consump-
tion/ventilation but is infeasible for many
persons with respiratory sleep disorders.

Factors in addition to routine pulmon-
ary function tests determine the extent of
respiratory disability. Clinically, the pre-
sence of airway hyper-responsiveness or
of respiratory sleep disorders is important.
In situations of allergic sensitisation a
patient may be disabled for usual work
but have no discernible physiological
abnormality when not exposed (eg, a
surgeon with latex glove asthma). Co-
morbidities represent an additional impor-
tant patient factor; for example, it is
difficult to ascribe disability to the
respiratory system per se if there is also

a cardiac problem or anxiety disorder.
Patients vary in their willingness to accept
some discomfort (eg, mild dyspnoea) or
risk of work exacerbation of asthma
symptoms.8 Patients also differ in their
coping mechanisms.9 Access to good
healthcare services and patient compli-
ance with medication use also determine
whether a respiratory illness becomes
disabling. Non-medical factors are also
important intermediary determinants.
Financial incentives and disincentives,
such as the availability of alternative
work or the extent of disability compen-
sation payments, undoubtedly affect
whether an individual remains in a job.
Disability assessment should distinguish
between activity limitations and restric-
tions on participation in activities.10

Worksite changes (commonly called
‘‘workplace accommodation’’) can con-
vert a disabled worker to an able worker.
Accommodations may include reassigning
heavy exertion tasks, improving worksite
ventilation for the individual worker or
modifying work schedules. The willing-
ness of the specific employer to invest in
the accommodation and the presence of a
regulatory mandate for employers to
accommodate individuals with disability
both have a major impact.

The plurality of factors affecting the
presence and ascertainment of respiratory
disability make causal inference complex.
For example, the paper on respiratory
disability in this issue of Thorax suggests
that certain workplace exposures lead to
respiratory disability. This could occur if
the worker’s exposures caused respiratory
disease which, in turn, led to respiratory
disability. However, this type of associa-
tion may also occur if persons with
respiratory disease of any origin are less
likely to continue working in ‘‘blue collar’’
jobs than in others; for example, a patient
with emphysema might be able to function
as a professor but not as a manual labourer.
Similarly, financial incentives may favour
early retirement in certain occupations.
Furthermore, persons with respiratory dis-
orders may be more likely than others to
‘‘recall’’ the presence of dust or other
exposures in their previous job.

Respiratory disability has great impor-
tance both to an individual and to society.
There is a need for long-term prospective
studies in order to understand the
dynamics of the development of respira-
tory disability. Respiratory disability can
be deconstructed to a series of ‘‘atomic
units’’ such as ability to withstand mild
irritant exposure or the capability to
climb a ladder.11 It is important to discern
whether occupational exposures have
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directly caused the functional impact
limitation or if the limitation causes
disability only in certain demanding
occupations.

Clinicians caring for patients with
respiratory disease should spend a few
moments assessing whether respiratory
disability is present. If so, the specific
nature of the disability should be eval-
uated and the patient-clinician dyad
should explore whether interventions
such as contacting the employer or
modifying the asthma medications could
reduce the extent of the disability.
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Vitamin D insufficiency is common and associated with
complications in cystic fibrosis
Vitamin D insufficiency (VDI) contributes to low bone mineral density (BMD) in adults with
cystic fibrosis (CF). Vitamin D may improve skeletal/respiratory muscle function and upregulate
antimicrobial peptides, improving immunity. This 2-year retrospective study reviewed medical
records of 185 adults of mean (SD) age 29 (9) years with CF. Parameters of bone health and the
relationship between vitamin D status and forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) were
investigated.

The subjects (93% white, 17% black) had a mean body mass index (BMI) of 21.2 kg/m2; 70%
used multivitamins and 47.6% took vitamin D. VDI was found in 76% of patients (25-
hydroxyvitaminD (25(OH)D) ,75 nmol/l) and vitamin D deficiency in 23% (25(OH)D
,37.5 nmol/l). VDI was associated with race (black.white), lack of vitamin D use and season.
The vitamin D status was positively associated with lowest FEV1, independent of age, gender,
BMI and race. BMD was low (lumbar spine T-scores of ,21.0 and ,22.5 in 52% and 10%
subjects, respectively), non-significantly associated with vitamin D status. Over 2 years, 27% of
subjects had >1 vertebral fracture associated with lower FEV1 (p,0.001) but not age, BMI,
vitamin D or multivitamin supplementation. Multivitamins did not prevent VDI.

Patients with CF with more severe disease (greater fat malabsorption) and lower FEV1 may
have decreased physical activity and sun exposure, all contributing to VDI. Low BMD is
associated with vertebral fractures and kyphosis, reducing FEV1 further. This cross-sectional
study could not demonstrate causality between vitamin D status and fractures or FEV1, but
highlights the extent of VDI and skeletal morbidity in adults with CF, calling for improved
screening for vitamin D status.

c Wolfenden LL, Judd SE, Shah R, et al. Vitamin D and bone health in adults with cystic fibrosis. Clin Endocrinol 2008;69:374–81.
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